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WWHHAATT  YYOOUU  NNEEEEDD  TTOO  DDOO  
 

 

If you are a newcomer to Zeus 
  

1. Download and Install TeamSpeak           Setting Up TeamSpeak 

2. Install @ZClient  (Optional)        Installing Mod Folders 

 

And then join us on a gaming night 

 

We Hope you enjoy your stay and return to play again 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tutorials for 
 Setting up your TeamSpeak client 

 Installing & Running  Mods and Addons 

 Setting up your shortcut -params 

 

  Are explained in the TUTORIAL chapter of this   

  document 

 



 

DDOOWWNNLLOOAADD  CCEENNTTRREE  
 

 

Title 

 

Link Comments 

 

MUST HAVES 

 

Zeus Manual        zeusmanual.pdf Latest version of this manual 

TeamSpeak 3        Download page 32 & 64 bit client options 

   

 

SHOULD HAVES 
 

 

7-Zip File Unpacker        7-zip.org  All downloadable files are 7z compressed 

@Zclient        @Zclient Clientside addon pack allowed on all servers 

ArmA3 Addon Sync        ArmA3Sync Addon Management tool 

   

   

 

COULD HAVES 
 

 

Java runtime        Java download page Required for Task force Radio on the addon servers 

   

   

 

http://zeus-community.net/important/zeusmanual.pdf
http://www.teamspeak.com/?page=downloads
http://www.7-zip.org/
http://www.zeus-community.net/important/hosted/@ZClient.zip
http://www.sonsofexiled.fr/wiki/index.php/ArmA3Sync_Wiki_English
https://www.java.com/en/download/


 

 

AABBOOUUTT  UUSS  
 

Zeus is a multinational Gaming Community based in Europe 

Style of Gameplay 
 

 We tend to play mature organised Small & Large Scale coops and a form of A&D 

 The majority of missions we play are custom made by our members 

 All missions have a voluntary command structure 

 All arms can be expected 

 A realistic scenario and orbat is often used 

 All comms is in English 

 

ATTENTION:  
Anybody,guest or member can take on an important role such as the 

Mission commander, Squad leader or Pilot, it’s very much a case of who 

wants to volunteer 

We do however insist if you take an important role you are on voice 

comms (Teamspeak or ingame VOIP). Tutorials for which are included in 

this manual. 

 

Expected Behaviour 
 

We try and promote a mature but light hearted and jovial approach to our gaming experiences.  

As a community we generally police ourselves using common sense and good judgement calls.  

We don’t have a "Behaviour Policy". As an adult you shouldn’t need an explanation as how one should 

behave  

 

specifically for those who cannot understand what "Behaving like an adult" requires, the following bullet 

points should help 

 No disrespectful behaviour towards other players. 

 No racism/bigotry or crude offensive humour. 

 No intentional ruining of missions and gaming nights. 

 No intentional Team Killing 

 No cheating or malicious hacking 

 No abuse of admin powers. 

 

Grievance Procedure 

 

If you do have issues, then please try and achieve a solution in the following order 

 Speak to the individual that is causing you concern and try to reach a solution between yourselves 

 If this fails then contact one of the “Admins” 



 

  

Recruitment 
 

We have no formal recruitment system, no initiation ceremony or rank structure etc. To become a 

member of Zeus, simply turn up and play with us. If you like the gaming experience that we offer, you 

will hopefully become a regular player and in doing so will become a member. 

 

Get your Zeus Squad XML here   Request Squad XML 

Social Networking 
 

Our central hub is our TeamSpeak server. The core members hang out there. This is where the majority of 

discussion and decision making occurs and is the most prominent gathering point for any gaming we do 

together. 

 

You can also find us on the following sites 

 

  Zeus on YOUTube    Compilation of many years of gameplay videos 

  Zeus on Google + 

  Zeus on Steam 

  Zeus on Facebook 

  Zeus on B.I Forums 
 

 

History 
 

Zeus spawned from the fires of "Stoners House of Pancakes" based in Dallas Texas, which was arguably 

one of the best Operation Flashpoint servers to have ever been. The European contingent of that 

community pooled their resources and Zeus was officially opened for business on Sunday 6th April 2003. 

Among its original members were Shrike, Torment, Killswitch, Terox, Pimmelorus and Sven, to name 

but a few.  

Zeus quickly grew into a popular community, spreading its wings to encompass both PVP and Coop, 

eventually setting up servers to cater for both styles of game play. We even ran a competition clan called 

"Zeus Spartans" which took an active part in the HTUEuropean Combat LeagueUT 

During this period we switched from BIS vanilla to OFP Modifications, most popular being FDF (Finish 

Defence forces) & WGL (War games league) .We also dabbled quite deeply into mod making ourselves, 

the initial project was called Zeus mod which was way too big in scope and failed, eventually being 

replaced by WGL-Z, which was our tweaked version of WGL. WGL-Z was merged into a later build of 

WGL. We even attempted a mod for “ArmA called ESP; however this was abandoned when ACE Mod 

was released. 

Among our community we have talented Coders, Mission Makers, Modellers and texture artists and 

through these people we believe we offer something more evolved than the average Gaming communities 

 

 

 

 

http://zeus-community.net/jom/phpBB3/viewtopic.php?f=41&t=668
http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=zeus+gaming+nights
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/105538516526631460072
http://steamcommunity.com/groups/ZeusCommunity
https://www.facebook.com/groups/6605757351/
http://forums.bistudio.com/showthread.php?151063-Zeus-gaming-Nights
http://www.european-combat-league.com/


 

 

SSEERRVVEERR  IINNFFOORRMMAATTIIOONN  

Services 
 

 ArmA 3 No.1 server  (Secondary Public Server) 

 ArmA 3 No.2 server  (Secondary Server (Addons, private sessions etc)) 

 ArmA 3 No.3 server (Development Branch server)  

 ArmA 3 No.4 server (Main Public server) 

 ArmA 3 Test server (This is used by our mission developers for testing) 

 TEAMSPEAK  We run a TeamSpeak 3 server for our voice communications 

 WEB   The obligatory website/forums  

 

 

The server, which we own, is funded entirely by voluntary contributions from the community and is 

situated in a data centre at a U.K site. 

We are also lucky enough to have a server made available for us by Apollo, one of our members 

The “Apollo” server is hosted as Zeus Community #4 in the In-game browser 

Links 
 I.P    Port 

 Zeus # No.1 ArmA3 Server  arma.zeus-community.net: 2302 

 Zeus # No.2 ArmA3 Server  arma.zeus-community.net: 2402 

 Zeus #No.3 ArmA3 DEV Server arma.zeus-community.net: 3002 

 Zeus #No.4 ArmA3 Server  sprocket.armz.info: 2302 

 Zeus # Test ArmA3 Server  arma.zeus-community.net: 2502 

 WEB:        HTUhttp://zeus-community.netUTH   

 TEAMSPEAK IP:    teamspeak.zeus-community.net  

 

 

Arma3 Server Settings 
 Password:   “Zeus” if required  

 VerifySignatures  is enabled 

 Max custom file-size:  100kb 
 

 

http://zeus-community.net/


 

TTUUTTOORRIIAALLSS  

Mods & Addon Packs 
 

Mods which are a collection of custom made add-ons (3rd party content and systems) are stored in Mod 

Folders in your root ArmA3. 

They are loaded by either 

 Enabling the required add-on pack / mod folder via your expansions tab in your game GUI 

 By adding a command line entry in your Steam ArmA3/Properties /Launch options tab. 

 By Creating a desktop shortcut and adding the required command line parameters 

 

We advise using the desktop shortcut as the preferred option 

 

We run 2 sets of Mod packs 

 @Zclient: 

 @Zcommon 

 

More information is available on our forums in the  Official Addon thread 

http://zeus-community.net/jom/phpBB3/viewtopic.php?f=41&t=1023


 

 

ARMA3 SYNC 
 

We have set up a tool that will allow you to easily update your Mod packs and addons 

Download link for this tool is available in the Download Centre 

 

A tutorial for setting up this tool can be found in This forum thread  

This will allow you to keep your @Zclient and other mod packs we play on Zeus up to date using a very 

simple system. This is highly recommended and will make life a lot simpler for you. 

 

@ZCLIENT 
 

This mod pack can be used on any Zeus community servers we run. It contains addons that are “client-

side”. This means that you do not need them to play on the servers. They add additional functionality and 

enhancements to the game experience and we highly recommend you download and use them. Its content 

is subject to change as and when an update is released for any addon within the pack or a new addon is 

released that we feel may be beneficial without “cheating” 

A download link for it is available in the Download Centre of this document 

 

@ZCOMMON 
 

This Mod pack is required on any Addon servers we run. It is only allowed on the addon servers. 

(Typically the #No.2 and sometimes the #No.4) 

You will not be able to use it on the vanilla (Public) servers.  

There are also additional mods that we run on those addon servers. Check the forum thread listed above 

for more information 

One of the mods we use is Task Force Radio, this is a plugin for teamspeak and greatly enhances your 

gameplay immersion. It takes a bit of setting up but is required for the Addon servers. 

Erppa has written a tutorial for it, which you can find on  

 

TASK FORCE RADIO 
 

One of the mod packs that are run on the addon server is Task Force Radio. This is similar to the ArmA2 

plugin ACRE (Advanced Combat Radio Environment) 

It requires Java runtime (32 bit of 64 bit dependant on your operating system) The download link for this 

is available in the Download Centre of this document 

Erppa has been kind enough to write the following Installation and setup tutorial 

 

 

http://zeus-community.net/jom/phpBB3/viewtopic.php?f=41&t=1072
http://zeus-community.net/jom/phpBB3/viewtopic.php?f=41&t=1007


 

 

 

CREATING A DESKTOP SHORTCUT 
 

Using windows explorer, find your ArmA3.exe and then 

1) Right click to open sub menu 

2) Left click “send to” - desktop (create shortcut) 

3) A new ArmA3  shortcut icon will then appear on your desktop 

4) Right click on it to open a sub menu 

5) Left click and select “Properties” from the sub menu 

6) Select the “General Tab” 

7) Replace the text “arma3 - Shortcut ” with for example “Zeus @Zclient” for the vanilla server 

8) Now select the “Shortcut” tab and add the following text to the end of the target line 

 

Vanilla server example 
-nosplash  –skipinto  –world=empty  –showscripterrors  –mod=@ZClient 

 

So it looks something like 

 
"…….Steam\steamapps\common\Arma 3\arma3.exe"-nosplash –skipinto –world=empty –showscripterrors –mod=@ZClient 

 

 

Addon Server example 
 
-nosplash  –skipinto  –world=empty  –showscripterrors  -mod=@CBA_A3;@A3MP;@Alive;@Zcommon;@task_force_radio 

 
 

 

Parameter Details 
 

-mod   Loads a mod folder which contains a selection of addons 

-nosplash:   Stops the loading of BI’s splash screens (speeds up loading time) 

-showscripterrors Displays script errors during runtime, helpful if you are a mission maker 

-world=empty  Stops automatically loading worlds that may not be required 

-skipIntro  Since OA 1.55 - Disables world intros in the main menu permanently. 

 

Additionally you can also use 

-profile  This allows use of a user defined remote USER folder for ArmA3 

   Where your .rpt file can be found, all your saved missions etc 



 

Server Admin Policies 
 

This section is how the admins are expected to run a gaming session. It is here for your information only. 

Each stage is done for a specific reason. The overall intent is that when we start the mission, we only have 

players that will respond to requests and everyone knows what is going on. 

 

RUNNING MISSIONS 
 

If we are running a session in a public gaming environment then the following protocols must be adhered 

to. 

 

Mainly this is a server admin guide 

 

Stage 1 
 

1) Load the required mission 

2) Over VOIP explain the following 

a. We need volunteers for the important roles, these volunteers must be on voice comms 

b. Define the important roles (Typically they are-) 

i. Mission commander 

ii. Group Leaders 

iii. Pilots 

iv. FAC/Forward observers etc 

c. Once you have a Mission commander, let him decide what groups and slots he wants 

filling 

d. Organise the volunteers for the additional important roles required 

e. Explain to everyone that you are about to reassign to clear all the players that have slotted 

up and on Reassign, you only what to see the important role volunteers take their positions 

3) Lock the server 

4) Reassign 

5) Deal with anyone that has incorrectly slotted up until you get 100% compliance 

6) Make everyone take note of their group members and callsigns 

7) When you are ready go to mission briefing stage 

 

Stage 2 (Briefing) 
 

Once in briefing, explain the following 

 Please be patient while the Mission commander reads the briefing and then plans the mission. He 

will give a verbal briefing over voip when ready. 

 In the meantime can the players read the Zeus info tab in the briefing, it has teamspeak details and 

some guidance. 

 Can the group leaders communicate with their group members and confirm everyone is 

responding as expected. If not inform me and I will deal with it. 

When you (As admin) are ready,  pass command over to the Mission commander and wait for him to 

inform you when he wants to start the mission. 

If during the course of the briefing you notice some details that have been left out which may lead to a 

clusterf**k, advise the mission commander so he can redefine where necessary. 

 

For example, if vehicles are being used make sure each group is assigned to a specific vehicle and not a 

general one, like “The helo’s” and they confirm that they understand. 



Player Protocol 
 

 RADIO PROTOCOL 
 

This is for everyone, but more importantly Mission commander, group leaders, pilots etc 

 

To better utilise the in game VoIP and reduce inefficient radio chatter we try where possible to adopt a 

minimalist military style communications procedure, especially when Group leaders are chatting on the 

command net (e.g. to other group leaders). We try and use the following setup in varying degrees of 

success 

 

There are 2 Radio channels we use, so you will need to set up hotkeys for them 

 

 Command Net  (Blue VOIP Channel Chatting between group leaders) 

 Group Net       (Green VoIP Channel, Chatting within your own group) 

 

There are 2 basic message types, these are 

 

 Contact reports 

 General messages 

 

There is also a priority rule 

 

1. Command Net Contact reports 

2. Command Net General messages 

3. Group Net chat 

 

General messages 
 

These are the most common and are used to deliver and discuss general information 

A typical conversation would run something like the following 

 

<Alpha Speaking >  HQ this is ALPHA message over 

 Alpha and HQ Group net chat should stop to allow Command net communications 

 When HQ is ready to receive the message he would reply with  

 

<HQ Speaking>  Alpha this is HQ send over 

 And then the conversation would start flowing 

 

<Alpha Speaking >  HQ this is ALPHA we have arrived at the OP, awaiting further orders over 

 

<HQ Speaking>  Alpha... HQ, roger that wait OUT 

 

Contact Reports 
 

These are the Highest Priority message and are used to inform everyone immediately that a group has 

come under fire with the enemy 

 

As soon as a group comes into contact with the enemy, he needs to broadcast the following “1 liner” over 

TeamSpeak …… 

 



<Alpha Speaking >  ALPHA CONTACT…… wait OUT 

 

Once the group commander has settled into the fire-fight and has a greater situational awareness, he can 

then update command of the situation via a general message transmission.  

Typically he should state 

 

 Enemy Strength (Squad, Fireteam etc) 

 Enemy Type:  (Armoured/Infantry etc) 

 Enemy Location:  (Map markers are always the best) 

 His intentions: (Retreating / Standing Ground / attacking etc) 

 

The send the message, example below 

  

<Alpha Speaking >  ALPHA 12 man dismounted infantry squad and a BMP 300m North East of our present  

   location 

   We are taking accurate and sustained fire, are pinned down, need support ASAP over 
  

<HQ Speaking>  Roger that Alpha, CAS Despatched, artillery available Charlie is 2 clicks out to your South  

   East, ETA 5 minutes over 

 

 

 

 



 

QUICK REFERENCE CHART 
 

ATTN: 

Print this page out and use it as a quick reference until 

you get used to the radio protocols 

 

 

RADIO PROTOCOL 
(Quick Reference Chart) 

 

 

GENERAL MESSAGE 
 

Speaker Message Over/Out Comments 

    

< Alpha > Bravo     this is    Alpha …..   Message  OVER  

< Bravo > Alpha     this is    Bravo …..   Send OVER Bravo transmits when ready 

to receive 

< Alpha > Bravo      My message is …………….. OVER / OUT  

    

 

CONTACT 
 

Speaker Message Over/Out Comments 

< Alpha > Alpha          Contact         Wait OUT Blast this over TeamSpeak 

as soon as shots are fired 

And then after composing yourself and assessing the situation, send more detailed info 

< Alpha > Alpha (Enemy Size/Type/location) OVER / OUT  

    

    

 

 

Message Terminations 
 OVER    (End your transmission,  (Expecting a response) 

 OUT    (End your transmission,  (NOT expecting a response) 

 BREAK  BREAK        (Stop the comms, priority message about to be delivered) 

 

Abbreviations used 
 Com, Zero Call signs used for:  Command / HQ) 

 FUP (Form Up point) 

 OP  (Observation Post) 

 LZ  (Landing Zone) 

 DZ  (Drop Zone) 

 EZ  (Extraction Zone) 

 RV  (Rendezvous point) 

 MSR Main Supply Route   

 LOA Limit of Advance 

 FARP Fuel Ammo Resupply Point 

 TANGO Enemy 

 CAS Close Air Support 



 

Setting up TeamSpeak 3 
 

Having downloaded and installed TeamSpeak 3 

 

ADDING THE SERVER SETTINGS 
 

 Start TeamSpeak 3 

 << LEFT CLICK >>   “Connections” tab 

 << LEFT CLICK >>   “Connect” 

 

 
 

 

 

 

b)  Fill the in the information to “Address”, “Port” and “Nickname” boxes. 

Server Address:  teamspeak.zeus-community.net  

Port:  9987  

 

 “Nickname” is the name you wish to use in TeamSpeak 3. 

 NOTE: This should be same as your player name. 

 

 << LEFT CLICK >> in the “Connect”-button 

 

 
 

 

And Hey Presto! You are now connected to Zeus TS3 server! 



 

SETTING UP   – PUSH TO TALK – KEY 
 

TeamSpeak 3 can be voice activated, this can be very annoying to other players, so we use “Push to talk” 

setting, where you need to press a key to talk over TeamSpeak. 

 

To assign a key  
 

<< LEFT CLICK >> on “Settings” 

<< LEFT CLICK >> on “Options” 
 

 



And the following window should pop up 

 

 
 

 

<< LEFT CLICK >> on “Capture”  

<< LEFT CLICK >> on “Push to Talk”  

<< LEFT CLICK >> on the “No Hotkey Assigned” box 

 

A small window will pop up, asking you to select a key << PRESS >> the key or mouse button that you 

want to assign. 

 

Most members use “Left Ctrl”, however that key is used by ArmA and you would need to remap that 

key in ArmA. 

 

You might want also choose “Echo reduction”, “Advanced options” and “Remove background 

noise”.  

 



 

ZZEEUUSS  FFUUNNDD  

Donating To 
 

 

Zeus is an online gaming community with its very own server. 

We rely on donations from the community to pay for the running costs of the server and website.  
 

To allow our members to donate, we have 2 options:  

 

1. Direct Bank transfer (Information is available on request)  

2. A PayPal Premier Account 

 

  More information On PayPal  

 
 
This allows our members a secure online transaction process with 

various options for transferring funds to us using  

 Their very own free PayPal account  

 Credit card 

 Bank transfer 
 

Our PayPal window allows a user too  

 Pay a one off donation (Upper donation icon)  

 Pay a recurring monthly donation for a specified time 

 Select either euros or pounds as their choice of currency 
 
It costs Zeus to receive payments. 

The following rate of 3.4% + £0.20 GBP apply to the following transactions:  

 PayPal Balance 

 PayPal Instant Bank Transfer 

 PayPal eCheque 

 Credit and debit Card Payments 
 

 

In addition, any Euro to GBP conversions are charged at the rate of  

* 3.9% + £0.20 GBP  

* average exchange rate is 0.65 euros to the pound 
 

From Time to time the Zeus Fund Accounts will be publicised 

 

 

https://www.paypal.com/
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CONTACT LIST 
 

 

Name 

 

Roles & Responsibilities Comments 

 

El Presidente 

 

Killswitch Tier 1 technical issues killswitch@zeus-community.net 

Terox Anything terox_@hotmail.com 

   

Senior Admins 

Hund Senior Admin  

StealthySnowman Senior Admin  

Technicians 

Erppa Addon Management  

Admins 

Erppa Game Servers & Forums  

Hammer (Tom) Game Servers  

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

Other 

   

Bravo6 Administers the Squad XML  

Erppa Squad XML  

Striker Mission Developer  

Hammer (Tom) Mission Developer  

   

   

   

 

mailto:killswitch@zeus-community.net
mailto:terox_@hotmail.com


 

Community Manpower Structure 
We have the following group structure 

 Superadmins  (El Presdidente’s) 

 Technicians 

 Admins 

 Mission Developers 

 Members 

 

Who does what is listed in the Contact Us section of this document 

 

Presidents 

 These guys have full root access everywhere, but mainly deal with 3rd parties such as the Colo and 

Web host or issues that Technicians and Zookeepers cannot deal with 

 

Technicians 

 These guys mainly deal with backend issues, updating apps etc. 

 

Admins 

 These guys are front end admins. They run the game servers, TeamSpeak, Forums etc. 

 

Mission Developers 

Anyone who creates missions for Zeus belongs in this group. They have access, upload rights to 

the Zeus test server where they can develop and test their missions in a dedicated server 

environment 

 

Members 

 Everyone is a member and entitled to use any of the services that we provide 

 

 

 



 

 

CCHHAANNGGEE--LLOOGG  
 

 

 

Zeus Community Manual Change log 
 

 

Date 

 

Changes to Comments 

13
th

 May 2014  Initial 2014 Arma3 manual 
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